GSBPS Progressive Dinner
January 19, 2019

A progressive dinner is simply a party where each course is eaten at a different host’s house in
the same evening. In other words, the guests progress from house to house. The progressive
dinner will consist of four stages:
-Appetizers and Aperitifs - Soup and Salad - Main Entrée - Dessert
Each couple signing up will randomly be chosen to provide one of the 4 stages. We will need a
minimum of 16 couples for this to work out smoothly.
Details of how it works:
You have at least 16 couples that have each agreed to host and serve one of the 4 stages. That
means 4 hosts for appetizers, 4 for soup and salad, 4 for the main entrée and 4 for dessert.
The progressive dinner would start at 1800 (6:00 pm)
The host serving appetizers and aperitifs will have 3 couples arrive at their home. At 6:50
everyone will leave to progress to the host’s home that is serving soup and salad. This stage will
start at 7:10 pm. Then on it goes progressively from there.
Note: There will be a totally new group for each segment. You will not be traveling together. By
the end of the evening you will have spent time enjoying a portion of the dinner with all 16
couples. The four couples who will host dessert will do this as a committee and be hosted in
one home for all 16 couples to end the evening all together.
Once we have at least 16 couples that have RSVP’d and they have been assigned a dinner
segment. I will send out individualized schedules and instructions to each couple as to where
they are going for each segment. The hosts will also get a list of who will be arriving at their
home.
Stage
Appetizers and Aperitifs
Soup and Salad
Main Entrée
Dessert

Start Time
6:00
7:10
8:20
10:00

End time
6:50
8:00
9:40
Whenever

Travel time
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins

As we will be traveling throughout the evening I ask that you drink responsibly, use a
designated driver or an Uber.
If you would like to participate in this fun-filled evening please RSVP by Dec 31st via email to
42duck@optonline.net

